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1. INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of the dispersion distortions of wave packets propagating in linear media was 
started in the papers of Sommerfeld and Brillouin [1,2]. These works studied the behaviour of 
pulse' domains with frequencies different from the carrier frequency w0 par excellence. It must be 
remembered that in both papers [1,2] and in most of the papers cited below, solutions of the Klein- 
Gordon equation ftt - c2fzz + w2f = 0 are studied. Here, f is a wave field component, c is the 
speed of light, t and z are time and space coordinate, and wc is a characteristic value of frequency 
dimensionality. In the case of electrodynamics, which is connected with wave propagation in 
waveguides, wc is a cutoff frequency. The boundary condition for the Cauchy problem in the 
region z > 0 in most of the works is f ( z  = O, t) = 0 at t < 0 (or at It[ > T/2)  for signals with 
semi-infinite (or finite) length of time. In the last case, T is the temporary width of a signal. 
For t > 0 (or It[ < T/2),  a signal may be represented in one of the forms F(t) * exp (iwot) or 
F(t) * cos (wot), where F(t) is an envelope of the signal. A particular case is F(t) = 1. The 
problem was analytically solved by Hohlov [3]. Due to the complexity of the final result, there 
were numerous attempts to receive simple and observable asymptotic expressions for pulses in 
different intermediary regions. In order to avoid details, we only refer to papers [4,5]. It must be 
mentioned that with the growing use of computers and powerful numerical methods, this problem 
was often studied numerically [5]. 
One of the main questions of interest is the behaviour of the momentary frequency Wmom, both 
on the edges of the pulse and in the main region. A number of authors have stated that according 
to the character of dispersion, Wmom monotonically decreases from the value ¢dmo m ~-~ oo in the 
region z/c < t < z/vg, where Vg is the so-called group velocity, i.e., the velocity which defines 
the propagation of the main part of the signal. For t > Z/Vg, i.e., in the main part of the signal, 
O3mo m = 030 [6,7]. 
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On the other hand, as was shown both numerically and analytically in the author's work [8], 
the behaviour of 0.)mor n is different. In fact, 0Jrnorn is oscillating, and only the averaged time 
value (Wmom) behaves in the way described previously. These oscillations of Wmom are shown in 
Figure 1, where the results of the numerical investigation of a TElo (H10) wave, generated by a 
rectangular pulse at z = 0 in a rectangular waveguide, are presented. An explanation of this effect 
is connected with the formal equations for the wave parameters w = 6gmo m and k = kmorn (k is 
a wave vector). These are the equations of dispersive hydrodynamics [9,10]. So, the Korteveg- 
de Vries (KdV) equation for kmom(Z, t) was derived in [9] under quite general assumptions. In [10], 
the numerical evidence for this approach was presented. From this point of view, the oscillations 
of Wmom (such as for kmom) are the well-known Gurevich-Pitayevsky ones [11] for the solutions 
of the KdV equation with the discontinuous initial (or boundary) conditions Cdrnom ---- 0 for t < 0 
(or for Itl > T/2) and ¢dmo m = CO 0 for t > 0 (or for It I < T/2) at z = O. 
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Figure 1. Ampl itude p = ~ and momentary frequency COraom versus t ime 
= t - z /c  for the square r/-pulse, propagating in metallic waveguide; wT/21r = 2.5, 
T - - tempora l  width of pulse; z/cT = 0.2, c---speed of light; w/wc = 1.1 
It is very crucial in this approach to note the abrupt deviation of the pulse envelope F(t) on 
its edges. For example, in [8,10], the envelope has a rectangular form at z = 0. As is known, 
only smooth envelopes exist in the theory of analytical signals. Therefore, from this point of 
view, the oscillations of Cdmo m cannot exist. But the discussion between adherents of complex 
and analytical signal theories is far from its logical end, and the shortcomings of analytical signal 
theory are well known [12]. 
2. GEOMETRICAL  CHARACTER OF 
D ISPERSIVE  D ISTORTIONS 
We shall describe below a geometrical pproach to the explanation of the oscillations of ¢dmom. 
First of all, for this purpose one must give a geometrical description of the modulation processes. 
.f a(z,0 } Let us introduce the vector m -- [ b(z,t) which is describing the signal modulation f(z,  t) = 
a(z, t) * cos(wt) + b(z, t) * sin(wt) in the point z of the waveguide at moment . The vector m is 
analogous to the Jones vector in polarisation optics [13]. 
The vectors ml(z l)  and m0(z0 = 0) are connected through a linear nonunitary transformation 
ml  = i)dl0 * m0, where the matrix W is analogous to the well-known Jones matrix [13]. It looks 
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as follows: 
(~10 ^10) f t - z l / c  r cos(o.}x) ] 
Yc -Ys lo g(z,t - x) * Lsin(wx) dx, V~rl° = ~k glOglO ' gc ,s  = JO 
g(z, t) = ~ ~ * exp(ik(w)z - iwt). 
(1) 
Here, g(z, t) is a Green's function, which is satisfying a condition of causality: g(z, t < z/c) = 0, 
c is a speed of wave in a waveguide or in an arbitrary medium which allows the propagation of 
one-dimensional waves, and k(w) is the wave vector. The eigenvectors of W and its eigenfunctions 
{ 1 } and f(z,t) = a * exp(±iwt), which is analogous to a circularly polarized wave, a res=c~* +i 
(~ being an arbitrary constant. The law of composition of W-matrices differs from the ordinary 
one and may be represented in the form l]V20 = I]Vsl * l)dl0, where 
f t - z l / c  10 = - • g~, , ( t  - =)}, gc,s Jz2-zl/c 
i 
t - z l / c  21 2,1 ge,s = dxrc, s (x), 
Z2--ZI/C 
(2) 
z2 > zl > 0 and F~,~ are densities of matrix elements. The law of composition is the usual one if 
F ~ ~(x), where ~f(x) is Dirac's function. We now see that signal transformation i  a dispersive 
medium looks like a rotation in two-dimensional phase space with the orthogonal basic vectors 
{ cos(~t)0 }and { sin(°wt)}. This geometric picture can be supplemented by introducing a mapping 
of the phase space to a hemisphere Cm with the radius Pro: 
a=pm*sinO*cos~,  b=pm*sinO*sinqo, p= V/-~+b 2, 
7f 
p~ = ~ p(t), o < o < 7' o < ~ < 2~. 
(3) 
Let us calculate the increment of the geometric phase 7(t) = - arctan(b/a) and p2(t) along any 
path E{0(t), qo(t)} on Cm, which is drawn by the end of a vector m(t) and which is not closed in 
general: 
A7 = -STa s -+ b s-t~ dr, Ap s = 2 a-~ + Ot ] 
Here, to and tl correspond to the beginning and the end of the path. After elementary transfor- 
mations, we obtain 
f 
A7 = J~ (Qo dO + Q~ dqo), 
Oa b _ Ob 
Qo = o~ ~a a2 + bS = O, 
R0=2 a-~+b =Pro* 
Ap s =/~ (Ro dO + R~ d~), 
Oa b _ Ob 
Q~ = o~ ~a 
a2 + b2 - -1 ,  
( Oa bOb  
R~=2 a -~+ 0~] =0. 
(5) 
Q~, Qo and R~, P~ are corresponding potentials. However, the integrals in (5) can be transformed 
if the path is closed: 
AT= /f=B~dOd~, APS= /f=BpdOd~, 
OR~ ORo B~ = OQ~ OQo Bp = . 
O0 O~ ' O0 O~ 
(6) 
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• ~. is a spatial angle which is drawn by the path E. The geometrical contribution to the phase 
is equal to zero, because B7 = Bp = 0. On  the other hand, for an arbitrary path, we obtain 
from (5), 
1 2 {cos(2O0) COS(2dl)}. (7) A7  = ~°0 -- ~1, AP  2 = ~ *Pm * 
It is easy to understand that only closed paths on C,~ occur: p = 0(~ = 0) for t < z/c and 
p -+ 0(~ -+ 0) for t -+ co. It follows from (7) that any paths on Ca, which circulate around 
the polar axis # = 0, are absent. The dependence of ~ on t along the resulting paths on Cm is 
nonmonotone, which leads to the oscillatory behaviour of 7, predicted earlier [8]. Notice, that 
the momentary frequency mentioned above is equal to 0Jrnom = --~t" 
Let us speak a little about the picture in the k-space, corresponding to the problem mentioned 
above. It is well known that the electromagnetic field of the TE10-wave in a rectangular metallic 
waveguide is represented as a superposition of the fields of two plane waves with wave vectors kz 
and k2 forming the angles u = -t- arcsin(wc/W) with the axis of the waveguide [14]. Each of them 
is going through an unclosed path on the unit sphere in k-space. The whole deviation of the 
geometric phase during the period of the oscillations of kl,2 is equal to zero. This does not mean 
an absence of any deviation of the geometrical phase. Only those deviations are permitted which 
satisfy the condition that  the total deviation is equal to zero. In particular, the geometric phase 
may oscillate with the period T = (2~r)/w in agreement with the result of the present paper. 
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